About:
1. What is FinLocale?
Finlocale is a peer to peer crypto marketplace where the buyers and sellers
connect, exchange bitcoins through secure escrow and private online chat.
Its unlimited payment type capabilities bring buyers and sellers from
around the globe with any possible world payment type, enable them do
crypto currency exchange. It is considered to be the most profitable
platform for merchants and vendors.

2. How is different from competitors?
There are only 2 prominent competitors similar to our features. There is
high scope of improvement needed for new payment additions, business
development, real customer service, liquidity & security.

3. How is Finlocale similar to Coinstar?

In Finlocale, similar to Coinstar, giftcards and other digital assets can be
exchanged for bitcoin.

4. How is market-cap for P2P?
The current situation is 2 major players do around 5 billion USD in turn
over and 50 MM $ in revenue.
Finlocale aims to capture 50% of the total p2p market place in 3 to 5 years.
Also, our market or business analysis team will look into deep payment
type analysis around the globe to come with new sub business model. So
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Finlocale is aiming for 5 to 10 times of revenue of the major players as of
now.

5. How is the project with govt regulations and restrictions?
Finlocale is a market place where real fiat exchanges happen between
buyers and sellers only. In the past, P2P model survives even in strong
regulatory and expected in future.

Token:
1. How many total token for sale?
Over all, 1 Billion tokens for Finlocale and 500 MM tokens are available
for sale in ICO. Unsold tokens will be burned.
2. What is Token Sale schedule?
01 Oct 2018 to 31 Oct 2018 - PreSale with 25% bonus
01 Nov 2018 to 30 Nov 2018 - ICO with 5% to 10% bonus
01 DEC 2018 to 15 DEC 2018 - ICO with no bonus.
There is also a daily price increment of $0.0001. So, an earlier
investment would be more profitable for investor

3. When is distribution planned?
Immediate after ICO, in a week of Dec 15, 2018

4. When is listing planned?
New year Evening 31 DEC 2018
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5. Is there any daily price increment during ICO?
Yes, Increment by $0.0001

6. Is the token value will be appreciated, How?
Yes, the Token value will be appreciated by achieving the following target
milestones.
a. Project already in alpha running phase
b. Projected Revenue generation during ICO
c. Projected Operationally profitable between Q1 or Q2 after ICO
d. Every quarter, 20% of our profits to buy back FNL and destroy them,
until we buy 50% of
all the FNL (500MM) back
e. When you use FNL to pay for fees, you will receive a significant
promotional discount of 1st year 30%, 2nd year 15%, 3rd year 7.5% in
platform fees

7. Is there any promotion for using Token?
Yes, the promotional discount of 1st year 30%, 2nd year 15%, 3rd year
7.5% in platform fees
8. Is there any buyback and burning token planned?
Yes, Every quarter, 20% of our profits to buy back FNL and destroy them,
until we buy 50% of all the FNL (500MM) back
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Roadmap:
1. What is the current stage of the project as of Sep 2018?
Alpha running phase.

2. When will be the beta version released?
November 2018 during ICO

3. When will be production will be released?
December 2018

4. When will platform generate revenue?
Revenue generation projected to start from mid October 2018 or early
November 2018.

5. When will be the project be profitable?
Projected operational profit will be March 2019 to June 2019
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